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Abstract 
Mini?, J. and T.L. Smith, W-groups and values of binary forms, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 87 (1993) 61-78. 
We investigate the connections between the values assumed by binary quadratic forms over a 
field F (of characteristic not 2) and certain 2-groups arising as Galois groups over F. The groups 
in question will always be quotients of the so-called W-group of F. This group is the Galois 
group of the compositum over F of all quadratic extensions, cyclic extensions of order 4, and 
dihedral extensions of order 8. We show how the W-group and its quotients determine the 
values assumed by any binary form. The main result is to apply these ideas to give a simple 
characterization via Galois groups of fields with level 54. 
1. Preliminary results and definitions 
We begin by recalling the relevant properties of the W-group which were 
developed in [lo] and [15]. (S ome facts in [15] are proved only when F has finitely 
many square classes. In [lo], however, it is shown that these hold in the general 
setting.) We also recall some facts from quadratic forms and field theory, most of 
which can be found in standard references on quadratic forms and cohomology, 
e.g. [S, 6,12,13]. All fields will be assumed to have characteristic other than 2. 
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All subgroups will be assumed to be topologically closed, and all homomorphisms 
between pro-2-groups will be assumed to be continuous. Every attempt has been 
made to keep the notations and conventions developed in [15]. In particular, we 
define the following notations. 
Let F be a field, F* := F\(O), and a an arbitrary element of F*. We let [a] 
denote the square class of a in the square class group F*lF*‘, but we may 
occasionally write a for [u] when the context is clear. Let {[ail: i E Z} be a basis 
for F*lF”‘, where Z is some linearly ordered index set. Also let G be a 
pro-2-group, g and h be arbitrary elements of G, and {a,: j E .Z} be a minimal set 
of (topological) generators for G, where J is some index set. We then define the 
following: 
Fc2) = the compositum of F and all quadratic extensions of F. 
Fc3) = the compositum of F(‘) and all quadratic extensions of F(‘) which are 
Galois extensions of F. 
F(2) = the quadratic closure of F, i.e. the compositum of all Galois extensions 
of F of degree a power of 2. 
U I F, = the smallest subfield containing all F,, i E I, inside of some given field. 










G2[ G,‘ G], the Frattini subgroup Q(G) of the pro-2-group G. (Note that 
G(2) = G2 := ( g2: g E G) since [G, G] c G’.) 
(G;>2;]G”‘, Gl. 
G/GC3’. GL3’ can be viewed as G with the additional relations 
(i) g4 = 1 Vg E G, 
(ii) [g’, h] = 1 Vg,h E G, 
(iii) [[g, h], k] = 1 Vg,h,k E G. (This is in fact a consequence of (ii).) 
the center of G. 
the level of F, i.e. the least integer 12 such that -1 can be expressed as a 
sum of y1 squares in F, or 30 if no such II exists. 
G/[ G, G], the abelianization of G. 
the F-quaternion algebra generated by two anticommuting elements i 
and j, with i2 = a and j’ = b, viewed as an element of the Brauer group 
Br(F). (We write this group multiplicatively.) 
the Kaplansky radical of F = {a E F: (1, -a) is universal}. 
Proposition 1.1 [lo, 161. FC3) is the compositum of F(‘) and all cyclic of order 4 
and dihedral of order 8 extensions of F. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Gal(F” G GF’. Gal(F’“‘IF) E GF’ = G,, the W-group of F. 
q 
The W-group G, of a field F is closely related to the Witt ring W(F) of F. 
Indeed, it can be shown that W(F) determines G, and, in all but a few special 
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cases, G, determines W(F). The nature of this correspondence is central to the 
results in this article, and we undertake a detailed explanation in Section 2. The 
precise connection between W(F) and G, has been documented in [lo] and [15], 
as well as in [14] for abstract Witt rings. For any two fields F and K of 
characteristic not 2, we have the following. 
Proposition 1.3. W(F) z W(K) implies G, 2 G,. 0 
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that CD, r G,, and assume also that if ( 1,1) F is univer- 
sal, then s(F) = s(K). Then W(F) E W(K). 0 
We have that 6, E Gal(F’“‘IF). By the definition of F’(j) we can then see that if 
a group G in the category C of groups which are central extensions of an 
elementary abelian 2-group by an elementary abelian 2-group occurs as a Galois 
group over F, then G is isomorphic to a quotient group of G,. Conversely, any 
quotient of G, is in C and appears as a Galois group for some field K, 
F c KC Fc3! This fact, together with the connection between G, and W(F), 
suggests that the presence or absence of certain groups as quotients of G, (i.e. as 
Galois groups over F) will give information about the behavior of quadratic forms 
over F. Indeed this is the case. In fact, as we will show in Section 3, the value 
group of any binary quadratic form over F can be determined from this approach. 
The question of the level s(F) can also be tackled in this way. In Section 4 we 
develop Galois-theoretic criteria for determining when s(F) 5 2 and when s(F) 5 
4. (Recall that if s(F) < ~0, then s(F) = 2k for some integer k; see, e.g., [6].) This 
gives a new and potentially fruitful way of looking at the ‘level question’, which 
asks whether, for a field F with finitely many square classes, it is possible to have 
s(F) take on a value other than 1, 2, 4, or =J. (In [9] it is shown that s(F) = ~0 iff 
G, has an element of order 2 which is not in its Frattini subgroup. See also [14] 
and [15].) 
2. Main lemmas 
In this section we collect a few simple arguments which we use frequently. 
Their purpose is to make clear to the reader how one goes about translating 
field-theoretic information into group-theoretic results, and vice-versa. We begin 
with a definition to make our language less cumbersome. 
Definition 2.1. Suppose that A = {[ail: iE Z} is a basis of F*IFY2, and that 
2 = {mj: i E Z} is a minimal system of generators of G,. We say that A is 
orthonormal to 2 if ci(fl) = (-l)“““(e) for all i, j E I. 
Let {[a,]: i E Z} be a basis for F*/F*2, and let S be the free pro-2-group on 
generators xi, i E I. We take G, to be generated by {a,: i E Z} where each cl has 
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the property ad, = (-l)“““‘(fl) Vi, j E I; here 6(i, j) is the Kronecker 
delta. (The existence of such a set of generators follows from Kummer theory, see 
[l].) We then have a continuous surjection cp : S-+ G, given by xi + ci. Let R* 
denote the kernel of this map, so R* is a closed normal subgroup of S. We have 
the exact sequence 
l+ R*--, S+ G,- 1. 
Using G, = GJGF’, we obtain a new exact sequence 
for some closed subgroup R C @(S”‘). Now @(S”‘) is topologically generated by 
(22, [z,, z,]: i, j E Z}, where z, is the image of xi in S13’. Note that @(St”) is a 
topological product of groups of order 2. Moreover, @(S”‘) C Z(St”), and in fact 
@(S’“‘) = Z(Sr3’) if 111 22. To describe 6,, it suffices to describe R. To do this 
we define a pairing ( , ) : @(S”‘) x P+ 2/2TT, where P is the set consisting of 0 
and homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 in the variables ti, i E I, with co- 
efficients in Z /22. The pairing ( , ) is defined by letting (22: i E I; [z,, z,]: 
i,jEZ,i<j}~~(S’31)and{t~:iEZ;t,t,:i,jEZ,i<j}~Pbedualbasestoeach 
other. Let Q denote the group of quaternion algebras over F. We have a group 
homomorphism 8 : P+ Q determined by fl(tf) = (a,, uj) and O(t,t,) = (a;, a,), i < 
j. Then R = (ker 0)’ = {s E @(S”‘): (s, q) = 0 Vq E ker 19}. The pairing ( , ) 
induces a perfect duality R x Q + Z/2iz. Notice that R is defined relative to the 
given basis for F*lF*‘. We shall, by abuse of notation, use the symbol ( , ) for 
four different ‘pairings’: 
(I) ( , ) : @(S”‘) x P+Z/22, as described above. 
(II) ( , ) : R x Q-+2/22, induced from (I), as above. 
(III) ( , ) : @(GF) x Q+i7/22, defined by lifting generators a, of G, to 
generators zi of S’?‘, and (ai, aj) to tit, E P, and applying (I). This is well defined 
if the g,,, z,, and t, are given. 
(IV) ( , ) : @(S’“‘) x Q + Z /2L, again defined by using (I) and lifting ele- 
ments of Q to the corresponding elements of P. 
While (I) and (II) are actually ‘perfect pairings’, the maps given in (III) and 
(IV) are just convenient ways of writing the pairing (I) without explicitly referring 
to the lifting. We believe that this should cause no confusion in practice. 
Now @(S’“‘) is an elementary abelian (multiplicative) 2-group, so given a basis 
for the group, we can talk about which basis elements, or ‘factors’, occur in an 
expression for any element in @(S’“‘). Dependence relations among elements in 
Q translate into conditions on factors which must be satisfied by elements in R. 
For example, if (ai, a,) and (a,, a,) are two algebras in Q which are in- 
dependent, then there is an element in R which has [z,, zj] as a factor, but not 
]Zk, zm]. On the other hand, if n(ai, uj) = 1 E Q, then every element of R must 
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have an even number of the corresponding squares and commutators occurring in 
its ‘factorization’. As a special case, if (a,, aj) = 1 (or (a,, ak) = l), then [z,, zj] 
(or z’,) does not appear as a factor of any element in R. We will prove a couple of 
specific results along these lines in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. See [lo] and [15] for 
more details. This construction can also be done using the transgression map in 
group cohomology (see [lo]). 
Definition 2.2. Suppose that u E @(S’“‘), r E R, and that zi, i E Z is a given set of 
generators of St3’. Then we say u divides r or u enters r to mean that there exists 
w E @(S”‘) such that 
(i) r = uw 
(ii) no element ~2 or [zi, z,], i, j E I, appears in both the decomposition of u 
and the decomposition of w. 
In this case we shall write u]r. 
For example, zf[zz, z3] 1 z:[z,, z2][z2, z3], but zT[z2, z,],/‘z~z~. The next two 
lemmas illustrate in a detailed way the comments made above on the connections 
between elements appearing in R and dependence relations in Q. Lemma 2.4 will 
be of particular importance in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose X = { u, a,: i E Z} is a minimal system of generators of G,, 
and A = {a, a;: i E Z} is a basis for F*lF**, orthonormul to 2. Let also {z, zi: 
i E Z} be a system of generators of S’31 corresponding to 2. Then z* does not enter 
any relation of G, if and only if (a, a) = 1. 
Proof. For each relation r of G, we have (r, (a, u)) = 0 if and only if z* does not 
enter r. Hence, from the perfect duality between R and Q, we find (a, a) = 1 iff 
for each r E R, the element z* does not enter r. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that A = {a, b, c, d,: i E Z} is a basis for F*lF**, and that 
-z = {cr,, WY, o;, o,(j): i E Z} is a minimal system of generators of G, orthonormal 
to A. Let C = {x, y, z, wi: i E Z} be the corresponding minimal set of generators of 
S’3’. Then (a, a)(b, c) = 1 if and only if x2 and [y, z] enter or fail to enter each 
relation r of 62, simultaneously. 
Proof. For each relation r E R we have (r, (a, u)(b, c)) = 0 if and only if either 
both x2 and [y, z] divide r or neither x2 nor [y, z] divides r. Again the lemma 
follows from the perfect pairing between R and Q. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For some linearly ordered index set Z and some subset J c I, let 
A = {a,: i EZ} be a basis for F*lFe2 such that {aj: j E J} forms a basis for 
D((l,l)). LetX={a,: iEZ} b e a minimal set of generators of G, orthonormal to 
A, and let C = {zi: i E Z} be the corresponding generators of S’31. Then for each 
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i E Z\J there exists si E R such that zf divides si, but .zf does not divide si for any 
k # i. 
Proof. First observe that the elements (a,, a,), i E Z\J, are linearly independent 
in Q. Indeed, if they are not, then n,,,,, (a,, al)a(i) = 1 for some a(i) E (0, l}, 
where o(i) = 0 for all but finitely many (nonzero) values of i. Then 
1 = n (a,, a,)““’ = 
iEI\J 
fl (-1, a,)a(r) = (-1, jJ ayCi)) 
itI\J ,tI\J 
This means that &G-r,J aqCi) E Dr( (1, l)), contradicting the independence of the 
ai’s. Since R is dual to Q we see that for each i E Z\J there must exist s, E R such 
that (si, (a,, a,)) = 6;, for all 1 E AJ. This in turn means that si, written as a 
product of elements of the form _zf and [zk, z,], will be divisible by ~2, but not by 
any other zy . 0 
3. Values of binary forms 
An examination of the W-group G, of F will yield complete information 
regarding the value set DF( (a, b)) of any binary F-quadratic form (a, b), a,b E 
F*. (We may write D( (a, b)) w h en the field F is clearly understood.) First 
observe that it is sufficient to determine the values assumed by the l-fold Pfister 
forms (1, a)). This is because DF( (a, b)) = a. DF( (1, ab)). This simplifies our 
problem since D,((l, a)) forms a subgroup of F*/F*2. 
The determination of D( (1, a)) falls into two distinct cases: a E F** and 
a$??F*2. We begin with the former, i.e. D(( 1, l)), as this is somewhat simpler. In 
both cases we use repeatedly the lemmas from Section 2. 
Theorem 3.1. For some linearly ordered index set Z and some subset J c Z, let 
{[ail: i E Z} be a basis for F*lF*2 such that {[a,]: j E J} forms a basis for 
D((l, 1)). Th en the maximal abelian quotient (Gr)ab of G, is isomorphic to 
II,,, (Z/412) x rIiE,i, (-77/W. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to represent (G,)“’ as a quotient of S’31 by some 
closed normal subgroup, which can be defined very explicitly. It will then be easy 
to see that (CD,)“’ has the required form. 
Let {zi: i E Z} be a set of generators of S13’ which is orthonormal to the basis 
{[ai]: i E Z} of F*/F*2, and let R be defined relative to this basis, as described in 
Section 2. Enlarge R to R# = (R, [zk, z,]: k < m, k,m E Z). Then (G,)“b E 
S’“‘IR#, and to prove the theorem we must show 
R# = (zf: i E Z\J; [z,, z,]: k < m, k,m E Z) = U . 
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Now (aj, aj) = 1 E Br(F) for j E J, so by Lemma 2.3 2: does not enter any s E R. 
Thus R# c U. The reverse inclusion follows immediately from Lemma 2.5 SO 
R# = U. It is then easy to see that SL3’/U is isomorphic to n,,, (Z/42) X 
rI&I\J (Z /22). q 
Theorem 3.2. Let {xi: i E Z} be a minimal set of (topological) generators of G,, 
and let x,* denote the image of xi in CJ>~. Suppose that the xi have been chosen so 
that 
Gb = rI <q > x rI, (4 > = ,FJ - ( 
jE.l 
L/Q) x (rIJL/2L). 
Let {[ail: iEZ} be a basis of F*lF*2 orthonormal to the generators {xi: i E Z} . 
Then {[a;]: j E .Z} forms a basis for Dr( (1, 1)). 
Proof. GFb = S,/[G,S,] E S’3’lR[S’3’, S”‘]. Let zi denote the preimage of xi in 
S’3’. Then R[S , ‘31 S’31] = ((zi)“: i E Z\.Z; [z,, z,]: k < m, k,m E Z). It follows that 
(z~)~ does not enter any s E R, so (aj, aj) = 1 E Br(F) by Lemma 2.3, and hence 
aj E D,((l, 1)). On the other hand, {(a,, a,): i E Z\.Z} must be a linearly 
independent set in Br(F), so the span of {[ail: i E Z\J} intersects DF( (1, 1)) 
trivially. Thus D,((l, 1)) is generated by {[ail: j E J}. 0 
We can achieve the same result from a more field-theoretic approach. Let Fab 
denote the maximal abelian extension of F inside FC3). Then S;b = G,/[G,, S,] E 
Gal(FablF). Moreover, it is not hard to see that Fab is the compositum of FC2) 
and all Z/477-extensions L of F. The Z/4Z-extensions of a field are well 
understood and are known to depend on DP( (1,l)). We have 
F”b=F(2)UF({I/q: bED((1,1))andx2-y2b=b}). 
If also v’? E F, then Fab = F( ($6: b E F*}). 
The group Dr((l, 1)) can be determined from Sib as follows: Let H be 
maximal among subgroups of Gtb of the form n(Z/4Z). Since [G,, GF] C 
@(G,), there is a natural surjection from S;b onto G,/@(G,). Let H* be the 
image of H under this map. Under the identification of F*lF*2 with the dual of 
S,/@(S,), DF((l, 1)) will be the precise dual to H*. 
Next we consider the problem of determining DF( (1, u)) for u@F*~. Here we 
choose a basis {[a,]: iE Z} for F*IFL2 in such a way that [a] = [ak] for some 
k E I. 
Proposition 3.3. Let [ak] E A = {[ail: i E Z} where A forms a basis for F*lF*2. 
Assume {[ail: j E .Z} forms a basis for Dr( (1, uk)) for some .Z c I. Let {xi: i E Z} 
be a set of generators for G,, orthonormal to A. Then 6, has as a homomorphic 
image the semidirect product 
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with action determined by x:x; (x,*)-l = (XT)-‘, where XT is the image of xi, j E J, 
and xi is in the kernel for i E I\J. 
Proof. As in Theorem 3.1, the idea is to represent the given quotient of G, as a 
quotient of S’3’, given explicitly in terms of generators and relations, in such a way 
that it will be easy to see that the group is precisely the semidirect product 
described in the statement of the theorem. Let G, = (zi: i E Z) lR, where 
( zi: i E Z) G S’3’ and the image of zi in G, is x,. To prove the proposition we need 
only show that the map S’3’-+ Sr3’lR’ factors through G,, where R’ = ( z:[zk, zj]: 
jE J; km, z,]: m,n E J, m,n # k; zi: i E Z\J). In other words, we must show 
R C R’. If we can do this we are done, for it is clear that SL3’/R’ is isomorphic to 
the semidirect product described above. Now R c R’ if, for all j E J, j # k, we 
have 2: entering r E R exactly when [zk, z,] does. From Lemma 2.4 we see 
R C R’ if (a,, aj) = (a,, a,), or equivalently if aj E DF( (1, ak)). By our choice of J 
this is always true, so R c R’. 0 
To read off the value group of a binary form (of determinant Zl), given G,, let 
x E G,\@(S,), and extend to a basis for a set of coset representatives for 
GJ@(G,), say {xi: i E Z}, where x = xk for some k in the index set I. Consider a 
surjective map 0 : GF* (njtJ,j+k Zi4L) ~2122 (with action as described in the 
preceding proposition) where the Z/2Z-factor is generated by the image of x, and 
the (II,tJ,j+k Z/4Z)-factor is generated by the image of (xi: i E I, i # k) @(G,). 
Let { y,: j E J, j # k} be a minimal set of elements in G, whose images generate 
JJ,,, z/42. Then {yj: j E J, j # k; xk} can be extended to a set of generators for 
G,,say{y,:iEZ’;x,},suchthateachyiliesin(xi:iEZ,i#k)~(G,)andsuch 
that { y,: i E Z’\J} C ker 8. Let { bi: i E I’; ak} be the corresponding orthonormal 
basis for F*IF*‘. 
Proposition 3.4. In the situation described above, {b,: j E J; ak} c DF( (1, a,)). 
Proof. This is essentially a reverse of the preceding proof. If we have such a 
surjection 0, then (letting y’ , xi denote the preimages of y, and xk in S’31) we see 
that the induced map 
o* : S13]+ S13]/R’ = (y;: jEJ)~(r:)~(nH/4H)~L12E 
jGJ 
must factor through G, T S”‘IR. In other words, R c R’. Here 
R’ = (( y,*)‘[x,*, y,*]: j E J; [yz, y,*]: m,n E I’; y,*: i E Z’\J, xl*) . 
If R & R’, then necessarily y,*’ appears as a factor in s E R if and only if [x,*, y;] 
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appears. This in turn implies (bj, bj)(a,, bj) = 1 EBr(F), and so bj E 
&((L %)). q 
As in the case DF( (1, l)), we could also have taken a field-theoretic approach 
to the determination of DF( (1, a)), agF**. Specifically, if 0 : G,-+ (nIz/ 
42) M Z /22 is the projection corresponding to the determination of DF( (1, u)) 
as described above, then F( {a: b E DF( (1, a))}) is the fixed field of the 
subgroup (ker O)(@(S,)) of G,. Partial diagrams of the lattices of fields and 
groups are given in Figs. 1. and 2. Here, (DF( 1, a))’ denotes a subgroup of 
F*lF*2 such that F*lF** = DF( (1, u)) @ (DF( 1, u))~. For b,c E F*\F*2, linearly 
independent mod F*2, we define a Db3” -extension of F to be a field L such that 
Gal(LIF) z D, the dihedral group of order 8, and Gal(LIF(fi)) g Z/42. Such 
L exists iff (b, c) = 1 E Br(F), iff b E DF( (1, bc)) [3]. We have 
Gal IJ Db,ab - extensions/F )-( = 
btD(1.a) 
Fc3) 
u &Lob ’ -extensions of F 
F(*) 
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We can use the techniques developed above to determine the Kaplansky radical 
KR or -KR= {aE F*lF*2: (1, CZ) is universal}. 
Corollary 3.5. Let {[ai]: i E Z} be a basis for F*lF*2. For k E I, ak E -KR if and 
only if there is a projection 6 of G, onto (nit,,ifk 2142) XI 2122 (with actions as 
described above) such that O-‘(n Z /42) is contained in the subgroup of 62, which 
fixes fl. 0 
We make one final observation here. Let 
be a projection determining DF( (1, a)). Then there exists a projection 
~‘:G,+(x’,: jEJ, j+k):-:1(xl)‘=( n 
jEJ,jfk 
E/~E):-IIL/~E, 
such that 0 factors through O’, if and only if (a,, ak) = 1 E Br(F). For if 
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(Uk, ak) = 1, then letting R” = ((z,)‘[z~, z,]: j E J, j f k; [z,, z,]: m,n E Z, 
m,n # k; z,: i E Z\J), we see R c R” c R’. Thus we have 
and 




fl 2142 ~H/2Z=SS[311R’, 
jtJ,l#k 
1 
with 0 = rr0’. Conversely, if (a,, uk) # 1, then z: necessarily enters some relation 
rER, and so 
Z: E (R> (Zj>‘[Z k,~i]: jEJ, j#k; 
[Z,> z,]: m,n E I, m,n # k; zi: i E Z\J) , 
and no such 0 ’ can exist. q 
Corollary 3.6. Zf there exists a projection 8’ of 63, onto (flrEl,ifk 2/42)-Z/42 
us above, then s(F) 5 2. Zf s(F) = 2, then there exists such a projection. 
Proof. If 13’ exists, let { yj: i E I, i # k; xk} be the corresponding generators of G, 
and {b;: i E I, i # k; ak} be a basis of F*/F*2 orthonormal to the given 
generators. Then ak E -KR and (a,, ak) = 1. However, it is known, when 
s(F) 2 2, that for any element a E -KR, we have a E D,(n (1)) if and only if 
-1 E DF(n( 1)) [2]. We have ak E DF( (1, l)), and so s(F) 5 2. Conversely, if 
s(F) = 2, then (-1, -1) = 1 E Br(F), -1f 1, and -1 E -KR. Thus there exists 
such a map 8’ in which the left-hand factor (n Z14Z) has a preimage lying in the 
subgroup of 6, which fixes V?. 0 
4. Determining the level from the W-group 
We have seen in Section 3 how to determine when s(F) 5 2, and Min6i: and 
Spira have given a W-group criterion for s(F) = CC [9]. In this section we provide a 
Galois-theoretic description of those fields F for which s(F) = 4. 
The crucial group for handling the level 4 case is the W-group G, of the 2-adic 
field Q,. This group has order 256 and can be described in the following ways 
([lo] and [15, Example 4.31): 
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(1) G, = (p, a, 7 ) p4 = u4 = 74 = 1; p2 = [7, a]; [p, V]’ = [p, 71’ = 1; 
[p, ~1, [P, ~1, [a, 71, f12,~2 central) . 
(2) G, z [(z/22 X 2142) -(z/22 X z/42)] MLi4Z. Here, reading from left 
to right, 2/2Z=([p,o]), L/4Z=(cr), Z/2Z=([p,7]), Z/42=(p), Z/42= 
(7). The action under the semidirect products can be read off from the 
presentation given in (1). 
(3) Let S be the free 2-group on 2 generators (T,T in the category C of central 
extensions of elementary 2-groups by elementary 2-groups. (One can easily check 
that ISI = 32, and that ([a, T]) s Li2.Z.) Then Gz can be viewed as the free 
product in C of S with (p) z Z/42, amalgamating ([a, T]) with the unique 
subgroup ( p ‘) of order 2 in ( p ) . 
We can now give a necessary condition for s(F) = 4. 
Proposition 4.1. If s(F) = 4, then G2 is a quotient of G,. 
Proof. If s(F) = 4, then we can find b,c E DF( (1, 1))\F*2 such that - 1 = b + c, 
and such that -1, b, c are independent mod F”*. Indeed, if -b, -c, or - bc 
EF*2, then-lED,((l,l)),whileifbcEF*“,thenc=bf*forsomefEF*,and 
-1=b+bf2=b(l+f2)~DF((1,1)). 1 n either case, s(F) I 2. We can thus fix 
a basis B = (-1, b, c, di: iE Z} for F*/F**. Let {x, y, z, w,: iE 1} be a set of 
generators of S’3’ which form an ‘orthonormal basis’ with respect to B. Let N be 
the normal subgroup of S’3’ generated by {R; w,: i E I}. (Here, as before, R 
denotes the group of relations of G, in S”‘.) We claim S’“‘/N g G,. 
Let U = (x, y, z) C_ S’“‘. Then S”’ = 17. N, so S”‘/Nz U/(U fl N). Hence to 
prove C’D~ has G, as a quotient, we need only show U f’ N = (x’[ y, z]) , for then 
clearly UI(U c7 N) z G,. First observe that U fl NC Q(U). To prove this, con- 
sider a homomorphism cp : S’31 -+ U/@(U) such that cp(w,) = 1 and p(x), p(y), 
and (p(z) are their images in the quotient group U/@(U). Then the kernel of cp 
contains N. Thus there is a surjective map S”‘IN~ U/U 0 N-t U/@(U), and 
hence U fl N c Q(U). Let T = ([x, wi], [y, w,], [z, w,], wz, [wi, w,]: i,j E I, 
i < j) Then the group U fl N = Q(U) f’ N can be characterized as follows: 
@(U)flN={uE@(U): 3tETsuchthatt.u=rforsomerER}. 
Indeed, suppose t. u = r, and hence u = t -‘r. Since R,T c N, we have u E N as 
well, so u E Q(U) f’ N. Conversely, let u E Q(U) rl N. We have Q(U) fl NC 
@(S”‘) n N. We claim also that @(S’“‘) rl N = TR. Since both @(S’3’) and N 
contain both T and R, we have TR c @(S”‘) fl N. To prove the converse consider 
the subgroup H of S’31 generated by TR and {w;: i E I}. It is easy to check that 
each element h of H can be uniquely written as h = (Hi,, wf”‘)g, e(i) E (0, l), 
g E TR. An element h will be in @(S’“‘) if and only if e(i) = 0 for all i. Thus we 
see that H = N and @(S’3’) n N = TR. Thus given u E Q(U) n NC TR, there are 
tE T, rE R such that u = t.r, and hence u = t-‘r. 
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To conclude the proof, it is enough to show that R does not contain any 
element r which has a factor from {x2, y*, z’, [x, y], [x, z], [y, z]} or any of their 
combinations except x*[y, z]. For then any element r E R which has any factors in 
U n N must be of the form r = x*[y, z]t, for some t E T, and we will have 
u n N = (x’[y, z]) as desired. We do this by considering which of their ‘corre- 
sponding’ (products of) quaternion algebras split. First, since (- 1, - 1) # 1 E 
Br(F), there exists some element r E R which has x’ as a factor. However, 
since we know -I E D&b, c)), we have (-1, -bc) ‘(b,c), and hence 
(-b, -c) z (1, bc). Working in Br(F), we have 1 = (-b, -c) = (-1, -1)(-l, 
b)(-I, c)(b, c) = (-I, -I)(b, ) c smce (-1, b) = (-1, c) = 1. From this we see 
(by Lemma 2.4) that X’ divides some element in R if and only if [y, z] also divides 
that same element. Thus x*[y, z] E U fl N. All that remains to show is that 
[x, y], [x, z], y2, and z* do not divide any element of R. This is immediate (from 
Lemma 2.3), since (-1, b) = (-1, c) = (6, b) = (c, c) = 1 E Br(F). From these 
observations it is now clear that S’“‘INz G, as claimed. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose {x * , y * , z * , w,: : i E I} is a minimal system of generators 
for G,, with {a, b, c, d,: iE I} a corresponding orthonormal basis for F*lF**, 
such that there exists a surjection cp : G,+ G, with cp(x*) = p, cp( y*) = CT, cp(z*) = 
r, and cp(w$) = 1 for all i E I (notation for G2 as above). Zf a E -KR, then 
s(F) I 4. 
Proof. Let {x, y, z, w;} be the preimages in S’“’ for the given generators of G,, 
and suppose cp is as given above. We will show that (b, b) = 1 E Br(F). An 
analogous argument shows (c, c) = 1. To see (b, b) = 1, it suffices to show that y2 
does not enter any relation r E R c S’“’ (Lemma 2.3). If y* did enter some r, then 
considering the composite map S’3’+ GF + G,, we see we would have some 
relation among p*, (T’, 7*, [p, a], [p, T], [a, T] in G, involving a2 (which is the 
image in G, of y”). Since no such relation exists, we must have (b, 6) = 1. The 
same argument is used to show (c, c) = 1, by replacing (T with T. To complete the 
proof we show a E D( (b, c)). Then by the result of Berman [2] mentioned earlier 
(Corollary 3.6), we have s(F)54. Now aED((b,c)) iff lED((ab,ac)) iff 
(ab, ac) = 1 E Br(F). Ob serve that for any r E R, either x2 and [y, z] both divide 
r or neither does. (This is because their images p2 and [a, T] in G, satisfy this 
condition.) Thus by Lemma 2.4, we see (a, a) = (6, c) and thus (a, a)(b, c) = 1. 
Also (-l,b)=(b,b)=l and (- 1, c) = (c, c) = 1. Finally, since a E -KR, we 
have bcE D((1, a)), and thus (-a, bc) = 1. Combining all this we see 
1 = (-a, bc)(-1, 6)(-l, c)(a, a)(b, c) = (-a, bc)(-1, bc)(a, a)(b, c) 
= (a, bc)(a, a)(b, c) = (a, b)(a, c)(a, a)(b, c) 
= (a, ab)(c, ab) = (ac, ab) . 
This was the desired result. 0 
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Remark 4.3. It is certainly possible to have G, as a homomorphic image of 6, 
even when s(F) # 4. For example, we can consider any field F for which 
Gal(F(2)lF), the Galois group of the maximal 2-extension of F, is free. If F has 
at least eight square classes, then G, will appear as a Galois group over F, but the 
level of F need not be 4. As an explicit example of such a field, one can take 
F = c(t), where @ is the field of complex numbers and t is an indeterminate (see 
[6, Chapter 2, p. 451 and [ll, Chapter 1.81). Alternatively, using techniques of 
Marshall and Kula [4], one can construct a field F of infinite level whose Witt ring 
W(F) is the direct product of z with the Witt ring of Q,. The W-group of such a 
field will have G, as a quotient, see [8]. Our next theorem and the material in 
Section 5 will develop necessary and sufficient criteria for F to be of level 4. 
Theorem 4.4. For a field F with F*lF*2s(<n,,,Z/2Z) X (2/2Z)“, we have 
s(F) = 4 iff there exists a surjection T of G, onto G* = (w,*: i E Z) ti (x*, y*, 
z*) c (ni,, Z/42) ti G,, where [y*, ~$1 = [z*, w,*] = 1, [x*, w!*] = (w,*)‘, and 
x*, y*, z* satisfy the same relations as p, (T, r above, but there do not exist 
surjections of G, onto [(n;,,2/42) x 2142 x z/42] ti z/4.7?, with relations as 
in Corollary 3.6, or onto (n,,,.Z/42) x (Zi4L)‘. 
Proof. Suppose s(F) = 4. Then there exists b,c E F such that -1, b, c are 
independent mod F*2, (b, b) = (c, c) = 1, and (-1, -1) = (b, c) # 1. Further, 
(d, -d) = 1 for all d E F*/F*‘. Let (-1, 6, c, di: i E Z} form a basis for F*/F*‘, 
and let {x, y, z, wi: i E Z} be a corresponding orthonormal set of generators for 
S’j’, where G, G S’3’lR. For r E R we have wz appearing in the expression for r iff 
[x, wi] appears, x2 appearing iff [y, z] appears, and y2, z2, [x, y] and [x, z] not 
appearing at all. Let N be the normal subgroup of S’31 generated by {[ wi, w,]: 
i,j E Z; [Wi, Yl, [wi, 21, wf[x, w,]: i E I; x’[y, z]}. Then R c N, and S’“‘/N is 
isomorphic to the semidirect product of nir,z/42 with G,, exactly as described 
in the statement of the theorem. Also we have seen (Corollary 3.6) that 
[(n,,, z/42) x 2142 x L/4Z] M Z/477 being a quotient of G,impliess(F) 52, 
and that (n,,, z/42) x (L/4Z)3 being a quotient of GF implies (1,l) is 
universal (Theorem 3.2), and hence that s(F) 5 2. Thus if s(F) = 4, neither of 
these two groups can be a quotient of G,. Conversely, suppose s(F) 24. If 
s(F) > 4, then G* cannot be a quotient of G, by Proposition 4.2. For if it were, 
then the preimage of x” would be dual to some a E -KR by Corollary 3.5, and 
GF would have G, z (x*, y*, z*) as a quotient. If s(F) = 2, then again Corollary 
3.6 shows that [(n,,, Z /4z) x 2142 x 2/4z] ti z/4z is a quotient of (6,, while 
if s(F) = 1, then (1,l) is isotropic, hence universal, so (nlE, 2/4z) X (i7/4L)’ is 
a quotient of 6,. 0 
To conclude this section, we give the following characterization of the maximal 
level 4 extension of field F inside F(2). 
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose s(F) = 4, and F c Kc F(2) is an extension of fields. The 
following two conditions on K are equivalent. 
(1) K is maximal in F(2) with respect to the property s(K) = 4. 
(2) s(K)=4andD,((l,l,l))U-K’=K. 
Proof. First suppose that K is an extension of F inside F(2). If DK( (1, 1,1)) U 
-K’#K, then (since K=-K) there is a aEK\-D,((l,l,l))UK*. Then 
M = K(a) is a quadratic extension of K inside F(2). We claim s(M) = 4. For 
(l,l, 1) is anisotropic over K, and since -agD,((l, 1, l)), (l,l, 1) is not 
isometric over K to a form (-a, -x, ax). In particular, it does not contain a 
subform isometric to -x( 1, -a) for any x E K*, and so cannot become isotropic 
over M [6, Chapter 71. This gives s(M) = 4, establishing (1) 3 (2). 
To show (2) + (l), suppose K is an extension of F in F(2), satisfying (2), and 
consider any extension L of K in F(2). We claim s(L) 5 2. By the usual argument, 
any such extension L must contain a quadratic extension M = K(G) of K, so it 
suffices to show s(M) 5 2 for any quadratic extension M of K. Now K = -K = 
K2 U -DK( (1, 1, l)), and a E K*\K**, so we have aE-D,((l,l,l)). Thus 
-a E D,((I, 1, I)), which means (1, 1,1) E (- a, -x, ax) for some XE K*. 
Then clearly (1, 1,l) becomes isotropic over M, and so s(M) 5 2. 0 
5. Properties and examples of level 4 groups 
Theorem 4.4 provides a Galois-theoretic criterion for determining when a field 
has level 4. However, the description of the group as given is not very conceptual- 
ly appealing. For that reason we introduce the following notions leading to a 
group-theoretic description of ‘level 4 groups’, which will describe those groups 
which appear as W-groups of fields of level 4. We then conclude by considering 
examples of such groups and studying some of their properties. Recall that we 
defined C to be the category of groups which are central extensions of elementary 
2-groups by elementary 2-groups. 
Definition 5.1. A group HE C will be called an S-product if it is the semidirect 
product N xl S of some normal subgroup N C H with S, the free group on 2 
generators in C, and if Ha = HI[H, H] E n,Z/4Z, where I is some index set. 
For example, S is itself an S-product (N = {l}). 
Definition 5.2. A group G E C will be called a level 4 group if there is a subgroup 
H of G and an element x E G\H such that H is an S product, G = (x, H), and 
the following two conditions hold. 
(1) GI[H,H]~[n,2/22~(n,z/4z~n,z/4z)]~~/2~, where the last 
factor Z/22 corresponds to the group generated by the image of x’ of x, and the 
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factor (n, Z/42 x IT, Z/42) corresponds to the image of H. The image of 
S = ( y, z) C H is in n, Z/42. The first factor n, Z/22 consists of commutators 
[x’, g], g E n, Z/42. The action of the semidirect product is given by 
x’gx’~‘=g[x’,g] forallgEfl.Z/42, 
x’& = g-’ for all g E n Z/42 . 
K 
(2) Let O:H=NMS + G, be the homomorphism which has kernel N, and 
which sends y, z in SC H to (~,r E G, (as in the third description of G, given at 
the beginning of this section). Then there exists a unique surjection v : G-+ G, 
which is 0 on H and which takes x E G to p E G,. 
Now we are ready to give our alternative characterization of W-groups of fields 
of level 4. The proof requires checking facts about generators and relations, in the 
manner of the proofs of Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.4; the details are left to 
the reader. 
Theorem 5.3. s(F) = 4 iff G, is a level 4 group. q 
The simplest examples of fields of level 4 are finite odd-degree extensions of the 
2-adic rational numbers Q,. The Witt rings of these fields are well known and are 
described explicitly in [7]. If [F : Cl,] = 2k - 3, k 2 2, then W(F) is completely 
determined by k. Following Marshall [7] we denote W(F) as [L,, _ 1. Then we may 
write [7, Proposition 5.61 
[L 2k-1 =LlsL~l@~ (Z/2Z(1-xi)~Z/2iZ(1-y,)), 
1=2 
with multiplication defined by (1 - xi)(l - yj) = 46,j, 6,j denoting the Kronecker 
delta. We can also explicitly write down the associated W-group G, = G,,-,: 
Define S’31 as in Section 1, using generators z,, .z2, t,, z3, t,, . . . , zk, t,. (The 
number of generators is necessarily log, IF*lF*‘l, and IF*lF*21 = 22kp’, see [7, 
Theorem 3.181.) Then G,,_, z S’3’lR, where R = ((& [zj, t,])$). This can 
easily be seen by using the results of Section 2 together with [7, Sections 5.2 and 
5.31. 
It is of course possible to check directly that G,,_’ is a level 4 group. Let a, and 
T, be the images of zi and tj respectively in G,,_,. Let H = ( CT~,T~: 2 9 i 5 k). 
Then clearly CO,,_, = ( a,, H). Moreover, we see that H = N MS, where S = 
b22,72) and N is the normal closure of ( a,, TV, . . . , a,, TV). Because 
HI[H, H] s ~~=,2/42, we see that H is an S-product. Now 
G 2k_1/[H, H] = (fi Z/22 x fi Z/4L) MZ/2Z, 
r=2 i=2 
where the last factor Z/22 corresponds to the group generated by the image (T* of 
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(TV, and the second factor nF=, Z/4E corresponds to the image of H. The first 
factor l$=,Z/2Z consists of commutators [a*, g], gEnf’_,E/42. This checks 
the first condition of Definition 5.2. To check the second condition, set 
0 : N XI S + G, to be the homomorphism having kernel N and sending a,,r, in S 
to V,T in G, (as in the third description of G, given at the beginning of Section 4). 
We want to show that there is a unique surjection 77 : G-+ G, which is 0 on H and 
which takes o* to p E G,. Since H and (T* generate G it is clear that there exists 
at most one such homomorphism 7. However, there exists at least one such since 
the homomorphism n* : S’31 + G,, defined by sending z, to p, z2 to (T, r2 to 7, and 
all other generators zi,ti to 1, faciors through G,,_, . This is because the only 
nontrivial relation of 6,,_ 1 is (HIi+ [zi, ti])zT. Clearly this factor of n* is the 
desired homomorphism 7. Thus all groups 6,,_, are level 4 groups. 
For a level 4 group G, let r(G) denote the Z/2Z-rank of the quotient group 
G/@(G). Since G, is a homomorphic image of every level 4 group, we see that 
r(G) 2 3. 
Proposition 5.4. The group G, is the only level 4 group for which r(G) = 3 
Proof. Let S, be the free group on three generators {x, y, z} in C. Since 
G, = SJ(x2[y, zl), and since if G is any level 4 group with r(G) = 3 we must 
have a composition of surjective homomorphisms S, + G + G,, we see that 
G g S, or G E G,. However, S, is not a level 4 group, as is easily checked by 
observing, for H = ( y, z), that the image of x in S,I[H, H] has order 4, not 2. 
This contradicts the definition given (Definition 5.2). Thus G z G, as 
claimed. 0 
Ultimately, one would like to characterize the W-groups of fields of level 2k for 
k 2 3, as well. Unfortunately, our work in this direction has not so far led to such 
nice results as those for level 54. Nonetheless, it is hoped that the detailed 
description of the ‘level 4 groups’ given above will help in the eventual under- 
standing of these higher-level groups. 
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